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VIRTUAL REHEARSALS SURVEY  
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES                   
 
 
 
During the course of July 2020 I carried out some research 
on various aspects of virtual rehearsals on behalf of vocal 
and instrumental groups. 
 
There were 46 responses to the online survey plus some additional insights by email. 
 
Summary 

Here are a few general summary comments.  
 
“Virtual rehearsals are all we have at the moment so we are making this work as best we can, but it 
lacks the social and choral feel of a physical rehearsal and we lack direction without concerts to 
prepare for. Can't wait to get back to normal singing.” 
 
“I would encourage all amateur groups to give virtual 'rehearsals' a try - they are good for social 
cohesion and keeping the group's identity intact.” 
 
“We have a number of members who live on their own and they have found virtual rehearsing a 
really nice way to keep in touch. Singing is often a big part of people’s social lives which helps with 
their mental health so the fact we have been able to meet together virtually has helped. It also 
means that people who may not have chatted with each other at 'real' rehearsals get the chance to 
see and speak to other people, particularly people in different voice parts.  As well as doing virtual 
rehearsals we have a 'closed' members Facebook group where we can share memories and musical 
stories.  We are also doing a monthly newsletter so that people who don't have internet access also 
still feel part of the choir. It does require a lot of work from the MD and accompanist ahead of each 
session to get all the technology in place and plan what will be done during the session." 
 
Against this, “These sessions are of very limited use and benefit. We need to get back to choir 
practice, which could be in the very distant future”. 
 
And "Singing simultaneously did not work well with sound on due to latency etc., therefore we 
concentrated on other musicianship aspects. Felt it would be too difficult to rehearse as we do face 
to face so spent the time exploring a different piece each week rather than try and prepare for a 
concert." 
 
I trust that these insights are useful for all singers and instrumentalists, and look forward to 
continuing the discussion with all those kind enough to respond to my original request. 

 

Simon O’Hea, Renaissance Choir & Music in Portsmouth       
info@musicinportsmouth.co.uk 
July 2020 
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Questions and answers 

 
All sizes of groups 

 
Predominantly Zoom but some use of other channels. 
 
What is the reason for your choice of channel(s)? 
 
Comments include: Zoom is free, it’s easy to use, stable and familiar, it allows interaction, you can 
see everyone, sound quality is good, it’s OK for music performance, you can record sessions, you can 
go into breakout sessions, you can mass mute it and so on. 
 
One comment: I think it would be a major breakthrough if there was some technology that would 
mix our sound into a choir in real time (so we could sing unmuted and hear our choral sound back 
through speakers). 
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One comment: Whole group is OK, but the MD prefers sections. 
 
What are the numbers of people that you rehearse with in one session?  
 
Answers varied from 4 to 100 (the maximum that Zoom permits). 
 
One comment: We rehearse as a whole group, but we sometimes use the breakout rooms for 
sessions in sections of between 5-20 minutes or so. I know that outside the main rehearsals, sections 
are sometimes getting together (either to just check in and say hi or to actually do a bit of singing). 
 
Have you encountered limitations on the maximum number of people?  
 
Not many objections to having many people on the call, though one person is of the opinion that 
around 15 people in one session is ideal, so that you don’t need to scroll between screens. 
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One comment was:  We have the sessions scheduled for 2 hours, but play it by ear a bit: a visiting 
educator ran an hour-long session, and so we reduced the remainder of the rehearsal down by one 
hour, so we were not just rehearsing for the sake of it. 

How much time do you allow for breaks, if at all? 
 
25% of respondents don’t allow for breaks. Comments included: 

We don't have a break but have time to chat at the beginning and end of the session 

We had a social to start but have a 10 min ‘soft start’ for signing in and chat 

General discussion at end of rehearsal 

None - half hour sessions for voice parts. 

We used to stop for the NHS clap on Thursdays, but now tend to go right through, occasional break if 
needed. People tend to record sessions and go for a break, for loo or a drink if needed. Even had 
people eat their tea during the session. Our members are like a family and don't hold to being too 
formal, but work and concentrate as needed. 

10 mins in breakout rooms for a quiz 

No specific breaks but we chat between pieces 

People are free to come and go  

Breaks? Why waste time! 

None but we have different sections and notices, and there is a varied programme.  

We don't normally have breaks in real life, so we don't on Zoom - but we vary the session a bit so we 
don't spend too long on one thing and we make sure people know it's ok to step away/switch off if 
needed! 

No breaks, but I will mix up the content. 
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One comment was: We do, yes - I've been trying to schedule something fun in at the end of every 
"normal" week (i.e. when we don't have an external educator coming in) and we also are planning 
completely social nights once every 5-6 weeks with no rehearsing at all. 

 
One comment was: It's been really good in general - we have the odd rehearsal with all people! But 
mostly we hover around 85-90%, although people often come in a bit late so we start with about 
60% and then build over the next half hour. 
 
What have been the barriers to people getting involved?  
 
Singing in real time in harmony doesn't work. Lack of synchronicity means members can only hear 
their voice plus the accompaniment 

Dislike of hearing one's own voice. Disinclination to sing at a screen. Not enjoying singing alone - 
feels very different to a choir rehearsal.  
 
Not being able to hear each other, doesn't fulfil the "community" aspect of our choir, refusal to learn 
anything new without a performance goal... 

Not having a private place to sing. 

One-way Zoom rehearsals are necessarily musically limited. 
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Family life, other commitments  
 
Dislike of the technological limits. Technology issues (especially poor Wi-Fi).  
 
Using Zoom for work all day then too 'Zoomed Out' to want to do it socially. 
 
Some members lack computer skills, others find the process less than rewarding 

Mostly people have found it really tricky to rehearse at home alone purely because they're so used 
to singing in harmony. Singing solo at home…many have found quite soul-destroying and 
demotivating! We're finding ways to work around it - doing less singing of repertoire and more 
individual vocal skills, or making sure we have pre-recorded parts for people to sing against (I share 
computer sound in this instance). 

What do you feel works to keep people “onside”? 
 
Comments included: Lots of encouragement and support 

Regular communication  

Adapt as you go to needs and wants of the group.  

Careful choice of repertoire  

Chat, and variety of music rather than spending ages nit-picking  

My clowning 

Seeing each other, feeling as if we're still doing something together 

Inability to hear very difficult, but you can work round that…particularly if you know your choir well! 
 
Well organised activity 

Variety, cheerfulness, never-ending positivity 

Social element e.g. quizzes 

Keeping the sessions fun and engaging  

Positivity, optimism, recognition of the limitations of the medium 

Maintaining our identity is crucial to keeping the choir "onside" 

Encouragement but occasionally a poke with a sharp stick 

Humorous and good-natured leadership plus a feeling of meaningful learning in relation to the music 
being rehearsed 

Varying the experience during rehearsals - we have different pieces of music and a voice training 
session 

Variety, interesting music, desire to keep social contact going, enthusiastic MD 

Simply having a chance to sing 
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Being as open as possible about the fact that everyone is struggling at the moment. And, as a 
competitive chorus who usually have high attendance and commitment expectations, trying to 
change the rhetoric around that to support, here if you need us, but totally ok to miss a week or 
more if you're really not finding you have the energy or you're spending all day on Zoom for work 
and can't face an evening of it. People have commented that now we've made it clear they don't 
have to be there, as they felt before, they are actually wanting to be around more anyway. A caring 
and supportive approach is the way forward. 

Regular contact and activity. 

Thinking of ways to include people (send pictures in, give sections responsibility for presenting song 
choices etc) and some live performance each week. 

Letting everyone sing who wants to sing, and not putting any pressure on those who don't. 

Include informal chat/socialise; humour! 

Conductor has done an introductory session and simple instruction email on accessing zoom, he is 
also available to support if people are having issues. Also provide backing tracks and sheet music to 
download from our website so people can prepare and practise between sessions 

People have loved seeing each other and our conductor and accompanist have arranged different 
things each week to keep it interesting.  We are doing vocal warm ups and things like interval 
training as well as singing together. 

Encouragement and clear instructions for use of the tech. 

Keeping rehearsals short - 30 minutes allowed useful note-bashing for new pieces. Singing together 
online didn't work so we were muted. 

We all work together. But a bit of humour, media enlightenment, listening to YouTube videos, and 
access to resources on my website! Also the social side where people catch up and meet.  

For some it has been their only communications. 

Pre-formed backing tracks WITH vocals so that singers feel a part of a choir 

Singing songs that we know - previous repertoire or crowd-pleasers, and reassuring people that they 
can just sing the tune if they like. 

Gareth Malone has been running daily and then weekly sessions over lockdown to over 7,000 people 
on YouTube...an ep is being released by Decca Records of videos people sent in to the tracks he 
taught us. It’s been a fantastic experience, especially to get to know Gareth away from the cameras - 
he's truly inspiring. Gareth's had the odd technical issue but he's always had a piano to fall back on 
when his tracks haven't worked. He's taught lots of vocal warm-ups and worked on pieces of music 
going through each part in turn. He's also had a few high-profile guests take our warm-ups over the 
past few months.   
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MD, soprano wife to conduct breathing techniques, accompanist. 
 
Sometimes I give the reins to a member to run a session or the odd quiz. 
  
I've been calling on fellow chorus members to help out - so we have Music Team running sectionals, 
we have had external educators run sessions, sometimes we'll use a YouTube video for warm ups. I 
especially encourage members to step up to run the fun bits - socials and quizzes - as it's a nice way 
for people to get to know each other and have less pressure on them to be leading something. 

 

What do you do with the recordings? 
 
Put them on Facebook  

Put the interesting bits on YouTube (only available to choir members) 

Use them to make broadcast videos! We did an online concert and raised £425 for breast cancer! 

Combine to produce an online (YouTube) recording / concert.  

Add to choir archive; unaware of any other use  
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We made a recording of one session for or archive 

Made them only available to members 

We do, and we upload them to an unlisted YouTube playlist and share that link so anyone can catch 
up or go over what we've done if they want to. 

We may record and make available the sessions for those that can’t do the regular time. 
 
Broadly, what works and what (if anything) doesn’t? 

Firstly, a few comments on the limits of what can be achieved. 
 
Whether rehearsals can work virtually depends on one’s definition of rehearsing. Essentially there 
are two elements - individual practice and group work. Professional musicians do all their individual 
practice before they start group work, whereas most amateur musicians tend to use the group work 
also for individual practice. Only the latter element can be assisted virtually, and only to the extent 
of adding some regularity/discipline. This virtual assistance is akin to what many of us were doing 
even before the pandemic - providing rehearsal tracks to help people practice at home. What I 
would call rehearsal proper - the group work - is impossible, because every participant would need 
to be able to hear every other participant simultaneously in real time.  
 
Tried singing along to a recording - no use because hard to hear plus impossible to get a clean start, 
especially if rehearsing from a point mid-piece. 

Anything more than two-part harmony is very difficult. My daughter helps me which helps in 
teaching harmony. 

It is difficult to rehearse together as we are all on mute.  Also, some 'buffering' can occur.  However, 
everyone who has joined in has enjoyed that we can get together and has appreciated the vocal 
warm ups/coaching and interval training.  By being on mute it does mean that we don't get to hear 
the 'chattering' which sometimes occurs at rehearsals.  Also, our conductor is able to give us details 
as to how he would like us to interpret the music.  However of course he doesn't get to hear if we 
are doing what he says!!!  People don't have to travel and can dip in and out of the rehearsals 
without causing any disruption to other members taking part.  We have also done social events, a 
quiz and a wine tasting.  

Sectional note learning is difficult.   

Whole choir doesn't work. Sectionals v successful as it's dedicated continuous work with one part. 
Feels like individual singing lessons - good! 

Warm ups work, anything else has limitations. 

Warm up exercises work but not being able to hear others while singing is quite a disadvantage, 
particularly with little known works which we have wisely, I think, avoided. But all works are little 
known to a few members. 

Note-bashing reveals some past inaccuracies! We mute all except MD and accompanist. MD cannot 
sing or conduct due to latency. 

Short sharp rehearsals, effective warmups. 
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Creating a programme of interesting music to sing with, sending lyric sheets each week, live 
performances (star of the week), breakout rooms in sections, pre-recorded 'live' performances 
(garden sessions), sections running a bit of rehearsal, choir sending in photos and videos, quizzes- 
these all work. 

We sing traditional folk songs. What works, with songs we know, is having members volunteer to 
sing a verse each and the rest of us joining in on mute. What has helped hugely is having one 
member in a support bubble with my household, so we can sing two different parts together. I don't 
conduct, and keeping the tempo is challenging, but I try to be relaxed about it. Learning new songs is 
also challenging, and I rely to some extent on members learning their parts on their own. Not 
everyone can read music, so sound files are essential. 

Good for note bashing / learning parts without pressure as nobody can hear if you make mistakes - 
difficult for amateur singers who can't tell if they are making mistakes! Also miss hearing the other 
parts and community 'choir' sound around me.  

Social sessions and workshops work well. Live singing doesn't. 

It has certainly been a learning curve and I think all our members will agree that each session has 
improved as we have learnt how to best use the technology. 

Obviously, it can be difficult ensuring that everyone has the physical music so we have chosen music 
which we can download if we don't have the physical copy.  Our MD sends us the link for 
downloading music we will be using. 

I think the key is that our MD keeps the sessions moving fast and light-hearted, but looking at a 
variety of lovely music (some familiar, some new to us) that we may well be performing in future. 
We have had guests on the line as well. 

People need the sound muted most of the time, so that the MD is not interrupted. After the 
rehearsal people can unmute in order to join in the discussion. 

So far, we have been learning new pieces for concerts in November - which will not now happen. 
From September we plan to do well-known pieces purely for enjoyment which might allow some full 
group rehearsals and singing aloud together. 

My choir of 26 members has been rehearsing on Zoom since 2 wks into lockdown, we started by 
chatting only but then went into revising the repertoire that should have been sung in Mar concert. 
We mute everyone and I lead an hour’s session with warm ups, vocal technique and musicianship all 
mentioned as appropriate for the rep we're rehearsing. After about 40 mins we revert to chat, or 
sometimes sing an old fave with backing from YouTube and using the words/music displayed there 
in the video. 

The key is variety! Being too serious all the time doesn't work. 

All muted, backing tracks with voices, using advanced sharing of music option 

Crowd-pleasing repertoire, nothing new or too challenging  

Play with pre-recorded tracks while muted. 

Need some focus. One choir we have done several private recordings of pieces we've rehearsed then 
collated by a god-sent technophilic tenor!!  Launched a YouTube channel.  Also recently combined 
with some small live back garden rehearsals.  
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Essentially karaoke - note-bash a piece, then perform with a recording. 

Choir cohesion is maintained, though it remains fragile. 

The meetings/rehearsals are generally good, but too much time (the first 20 minutes at least) is 
wasted with the women chattering pointlessly at each other, rather than getting on with the useful 
rehearsal. The men usually have just to switch microphones (and headphone volume, in my case) off 
while all that nonsense is going on.  

Getting together as a group is a good thing. Some technical development is possible, e.g. selection of 
notes in chords. Education on pieces of music, e.g. history, form and harmonic language, is useful. 
Training the choir to perform pieces is very difficult where the MD cannot hear them!      

Singing things that are well known or quite easy works well, and we are enjoying the 'aural test'-style 
training section. Anything with live singing doesn't work, even if just with our one professional singer 
the sound isn't great. We either have our MD our deputy MD on the piano or we sing to recordings. 
We miss hearing each other! 

Sessions led by one person who knows what they're doing, but with one or two other leaders 
involved as well.  

Always seems to work for me...love the experience. Sound quality not always brilliant, but it's more 
about the camaraderie, and just having a sing:) 

Sessions led by one person who knows what they're doing, but with one or two other leaders 
involved as well.  

Keeping the session moving, warm up and singing with everyone muted except MD, surprise 'zoom 
visits' from experts to talk about the music. 

Broadly, singing in harmony (having pre-recorded others to sing against) and varying rehearsal 
content and building in more social time has all been good. We've found especially some things work 
better on Zoom - we've done some good analysis of our contest package from last autumn alongside 
the feedback we had from judges, and it was good for everyone to see that on their screen. What 
doesn't work is singing at home by yourself, or individual one to one work if people don't really have 
a decent enough microphone. 

Very frustrating for me (delivering the rehearsal) as there is no feedback of ‘feel’ for how the session 
is going, but needs must! 
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We do, to an extent - there is only so much you can do when you can't hear the result, but we still 
work on exercises for, for example, good breathing technique, that kind of thing. 

A mix of warm-ups, work on some repertoire and probably some help with sight-singing. 
 
What else do you focus on? 
 
Before each session we are told which music we are likely to be working on so can look at it before 
the session. 

Listening/singing along to recordings. 

Learning parts for a new work. 

Personal improvement/ critical listening to self. 

Breathing techniques.  

Having fun. The sessions are very informal.  

Welsh pronunciation; getting first note of a phrase; tricky sections/bars; sometimes include a short 
quiz 

We get to chat together, sing together, do vocal warm ups and get tips how to keep the voice 
working whilst not meeting in person and also have been doing some interval training. 

Whilst it can be isolating doing it at home, it does mean we can make mistakes without anyone else 
hearing as we do the session on mute apart from the beginning and end when we get to chat 
together. 

Getting familiar with the music and changes in tempo. 

Notes bashing, music theory, future programmes and session recording for online work! 

A bit of basic musicianship, revision of current repertoire  

Repertoire review; maintaining a sense of team 

Rhythm, phrasing, sight reading 

Finding notes in chords; singing intervals. 
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Getting timing right and learning by heart  

Learning new music, practising music we already know and social events such as wine tasting and a 
quiz night.  

Musical knowledge, interpretation, plus fun quizzes and social chat time. 

Fun warm up; quick intro to the music; singing through and commenting on how it went; either a fun 
quiz or a visiting speaker; moving on to other pieces of music; time to chat at the end. 

 
We have put together one full song, but it was a lot of work for the one producer so we've decided 
not to do lots of them. 

We have done two very successful video projects (with c. 90 singers involved) but don’t anticipate 
going further down that route. 

 
Two comments - Yes, we have made our video public on YouTube and shared on our social media 
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channels. Both our videos are on YouTube and have had lots of viewings. 

 

Video on this occasion. Audio was an easier edit, so we may do more audio in the future. 

Both – and the key to a really good result is in very sophisticated video/audio editing/mixing, which 
we are lucky to have access to. 

The video will be of a carousel of still photos rather than videos of us singing. 
 
 
END OF REPORT 
 


